Abstract-This paper studies a network of chaotic oscillators connected by intermittently coupled capacitors (ICCs). The unit oscillator includes a capacitor and a binary hysteresis element with periodic thresholds. ICCs imply periodic and impulsive connection of the capacitors selected one by one from each cell. In order to analyze the ICC network, we provide the hybrid return map (HRM) with one real and binary states. Using the HRM, we can clarify that the ICC network has co-existence states of various chaotic and periodic synchronous phenomena, and exhibits one of them depending on the initial states. The number of the co-existing phenomena increases illimitably as increases. Some of the typical phenomena are confirmed in the laboratory.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Networks of chaotic oscillators have been studied intensively. Such networks exhibit various interesting phenomena including chaos synchronization (see [1] - [5] and references therein). Also, such networks relate deeply to artificial neural networks which are applicable to associative memories, parallel distributed computation systems, and so on (see [6] - [8] and references therein). As we study such networks, a fundamental problem is to elucidate the kinds and the number of synchronous phenomena. However, it is almost impossible to solve the problem generally because of troublesome nonlinearity [9] , [10] . Hence some simplified systems have been considered. For example, [11] , [12] consider an impulsive synchronization method that can realize master-slave in-phase synchronization of chaos by sudden change of the slave states to the master states.
In this paper, we consider a network of N chaotic oscillators connected by intermittently coupled capacitors (ICCs). The ICC means periodic and impulsive connection of the capacitors selected one by one from each cell. At the moment of the connection, all the capacitor voltages are equalized instantaneously. As a unit oscillator (cell) of the network, we have used a nonautonomous chaotic oscillator in [4] . The cell includes binary hysteresis element with periodic thresholds, and the chaos generation is guaranteed theoretically [4] .
In order to analyze the ICC network, we provide the hybrid return map (HRM) with one real and N binary states. The real and binary states correspond to the equalized capacitor voltage and the outputs of N hysteresis elements, respectively.
As a first step of the analysis, we fix the parameters such that each cell exhibits chaos prior to the coupling [4] . Even in this restricted case, the ICC network exhibits various interesting synchronous phenomena. That is, using the HRM, we can elucidate that the network has co-existence states of various synchronous phenomena of chaotic and periodic orbits, and the network exhibits one of them depending on the initial states. The number of the phenomena increases illimitably as N increases. Some of the typical phenomena can be confirmed in the laboratory. Note that this paper is a developed version of [13] where the most basic case of N = 2 , (i.e., two coupled cells) has been studied.
II. THE ICC NETWORK
First, we introduce a nonautonomous chaos generator discussed in [4] . It will be a cell in the ICC network. In Fig. 1 (a), 0G is a linear negative conductor characterized by iG = 0Gv. It can be implemented easily using an op-amp [4] . H (v; t) is a hysteresis element with periodic thresholds that can be implemented as shown in Fig. 1 for v Th(t) 0E; for v 0Th(t)
where E is a saturation voltage of the op-amp and a 01 r b =(r a + r b ) < 1. The circuit dynamics is described by where we assume RG > 1. Note that the system is symmetric with respect to (v; Y ) = (0; 0). As shown in Fig. 1(a) , the trajectory changes its direction of motion when it hits either threshold Th(t) or 0Th(t). 
where
In [13] , we have considered the case N = 2 only, and this paper tries to develop the result for N > 2. Fig. 4 shows typical phenomena from the ICC network consisting of five identical cells, each of which exhibits chaos prior to the coupling, as shown in Fig. 2 . We have confirmed that the network can exhibit one of the following phenomena depending on initial state: (a) chaos synchronization, (b) periodic synchronization, and (c) another periodic synchronization. These results suggest that the ICC changes the original chaotic attractor into co-existence state of a variety of chaotic and periodic synchronous phenomena.
Since laboratory experiments are hard as N increases, we have performed numerical experiments. First, in order to classify the output, we introduce the following output ratio:
where Fig. 4(a) . For M (Y(0)) = 1=5 or 4=5, we have confirmed asymmetric periodic plots corresponding to periodic synchronization in Fig. 4(b) . For M(Y(0)) = 2=5 or 3=5, we have confirmed another asymmetric periodic plot corresponding to periodic synchronization in Fig. 4(c) . For the given asymmetric plot, we should note that the symmetric plots can be obtained by exchanging v i (0) with 0v i (0) as shown in Fig. 5(a' ).
That is, the five cells network has at least ten attractors depending on M(Y(0)) and v(0). f(x i (n); y i (n); P i ) g(x i (n); y i (n); P i ) (7) where n denotes the discrete time and Pi (i; pi).
We then consider the ICC network for N 2. Let y (y 1 ; . . . ; y N ) and let ID f( x; y; ) j = 0 mod 1g. In this network, all the real states are averaged at 0 = n 0 instantaneously, hence, we can set the initial real states as x i (0) = x(0) = N k=1 w k x k (0 0 ) without loss of generality. A trajectory started from ID must return to itself, hence, we can define the following HRM:
where g (g1; . . . ; gN ). The ICC network can be analyzed using this HRM in principle. 
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE ICC NETWORK
For the sake of simplicity, we fix the parameters at 
These parameter values have used for experimental results in Fig. 5 . As a preparation, we introduce the result for the unit cell in [13] . As shown in Fig. 6 , let the trajectory started from for 0 x b < x i 0x a f(xi; 01; P0) = 0f(0xi; 1; P0): Fig. 7 shows graphs of f(x i ; 1; P 0 ) and f(x i ; 01; P 0 ). Since y i (n + 1) = 0yi(n), we can apply f(xi; 1; P0) and f(xi; 01; P0) alternately and can confirm chaos generation theoretically.
Based on the above preparation, we consider the ICC network for N 2. In order to consider the dependence of the phenomena on the x(0) = 0x a . In this figure, we can see j x(n)j < x b for all the initial states. j x(n)j < x b guarantees yi(n + 1) = 0yi(n), hence, the output ratio is given by M(y(n)) = M(y(0)) (y i (n) = y i (0)); for even n 1 0 M(y(0)) (yi(n) = 0yi(0)); for odd n: (13) Under these simple dynamics of the outputs, fD can be described as 
F0 and F1 can be regarded as one-dimensional (1-D)map of one real variable. Following the results in Fig. 8 , there exist intervals I D0 and That is, the slope of G is given by weighted sum of the slopes of f ( x; 01; P 0 ) and f ( x; 1; P 0 ); and the weights are determined by the initial output ratio M (y(0)). Fig. 10 shows the maps for M (y(0)) = 1=2. In this case, the slopes of F 0 and F 1 are given by averaging pos- itive and negative slopes for x a < j x(n)j < x b : the instabilities can be cancelled out and stable behavior can be possible. (G has two stable one-periodic points.) Roughly speaking, as jM(y(0))01=2j increases, the stability is to be weak and the map G approaches to chaotic map of M(y(0)) = 1 or 0. This is, the basic mechanism for the co-existence phenomena of various synchronous state. Similar to the case M(y(0)) = 1, the ICC switching equalizes all the states periodically and can hold the synchronous state to be robust for the real state perturbation.
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied synchronous phenomena from the ICC network of chaotic oscillators. The ICC changes the original (prior to the coupling) chaotic attractor into co-existing states of various chaotic and periodic synchronous phenomena. As an analysis tool, HRM is introduced. As the number of cells increases, the ICC network exhibits a larger variety of phenomena and the number of phenomena increases illimitably.
Future problems include (a) analysis of HRM for wider parameter range, (b) application of the ICC for smooth chaotic systems, and (c) the development of the ICC network into a continuous-time version of chaotic associative memories [7] .
